Embodied Ascension with Andrei Stoica
This talk will outline various layers of consciousness or subtle bodies that are important to understand
and build up as part of a fully embodied awakening or ascension process. This workshop will clarify and
define various concepts practices and treatments, how they work and what layer they are aimed at.
Andrei will detail a type of road map of practices and areas to work on to anchor in the rapidly changing
energies and consciousness shifts. You will experience information, practices and an energy
transmission.
Andrei is an Energy Medicine practitioner specializing in Chinese Energetic Medicine
or Medical Qigong. This practice allows him to 'tune into' the energetic layers of the
body and help his patients understand how these layers are affecting their body,
emotions, and mind. In addition to using energy medicine to treat conditions,
Andrei is passionate about educating his patients on how to use and practice this
for themselves.
Andrei’s interest in the Healing arts started at a young age when he began martial arts training. He then
went on to study yoga and meditation, which led him to pursue a career in Chinese Medicine. He
studied at Acupuncture and Integrative Medicine College (AIMC) in Berkeley, CA; Medical Qigong with
Dr. Suzanne Friedman as well as with Dr Bernard Shannon at the International College of Medical
Qigong; Esoteric Acupuncture with Dr. Mikio Sankey; Medical Intuition with Carolyn Myss and Dr. Norm
Shealy; Arcturian Healing Method with Dr. Gene Ang and Visionary Craniosacral Work with Hugh Milne.
https://www.interiorcastlewellness.com/
Where Science Meets Spirituality with Rev. Dominick Gibino
This fast-moving talk commands your attention as it moves from simplified but remarkable, fact-based
physics to related explanations of ancient secrets, and then links those revelations to today’s incredible
emerging technology and new spiritual wisdom. It reveals surprises which will affect your life, and will
inform, entertain and amaze you as it shows why our future is truly unlimited!
Rev. Dominick Gibino, the creator and presenter of MINDSTEP, is an independent
researcher and speaker. He is an ordained minister in the Sanctuary of the Beloved
and holds a BS degree in Aerospace Engineering from Pennsylvania State University.
He is an emissary of the Resonance Science Foundation, a certified practitioner in
Quantum Touch and Access Bars, and is an Earthkeeper within Munay-Ki.
http://www.mindstep.us/

Understanding and Navigating Catalysts for the Ascension with Jennifer Palmer
Life can be very difficult and it may seem like we have unending challenges at certain times in our lives.
These challenges are meant for your highest expansion, expression and success. You cannot grow
without these challenges! Jennifer helps you understand what these challenges are about and how to

utilize the challenges in our lives as catalysts for our ascension as souls. This will be a deep and thought
provoking talk to help you get the most of every situation in your life.
Jennifer Palmer is the Founder of Nourishing Journey and Holistic Metamorphosis®.
She has a Doctorate in Traditional Naturopathy and is an energy healer and
intuitive, specializing in chronic pain, emotional imbalance, ancestral and karmic
release, DNA activation and the individual’s ascension process. She offers intuitive
readings, wellness and detox consultations, sound healing and teaches classes in
Reiki, Holistic Metamorphosis, intuitive development, Angelic healing and wellness
strategies.
http://www.nourishing-journey.com/
Sound for the Soul with Jennifer Palmer
At the end of the event, Jennifer will lead us in a sound healing and ascension activation experience.
Prepare to leave feeling peaceful, inspired, light-hearted, more enlightened, and more aligned.

